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This Way Home: Synopsis 

Sixteen-year-old Leela’s life is turned upside down when her father, Mukesh, receives word that 

his application to move his family from a small village in India to Mombasa in Kenya has been 

approved by British colonial authorities. In 1930s India, such a move is hailed and envied, but 

for Leela, it represents a steep entry into painful uncertainty.  

 

A hundred kilometers away in the bustling town of Kottal, seventeen-year-old Sunil struggles 

against bullying brothers, family obligations, and expectations for his future that clash with his 

curious and sensitive nature. As the two begin to reckon with rising pressures, their paths 

intersect and Leela and Sunil recognize the chance to make their own choices in each other, 

much to the raging disapproval of their families. 

 

After a clandestine elopement, the two are effectively banished to the edge of Kottal where they 

navigate their way around the many barriers brought about by their inter-caste and unsanctioned 

marriage. Leela and Sunil’s new life together exposes the conditions of community support and, 

living on that very community’s margins, they learn to make do and become as self-sufficient as 

they can, with harrowing consequences. 

 

Across the world, Amaya, is graduating from a prestigious university in London, just as the 

Great Depression is making itself felt among the wealthy classes. When her close and carefree 

friend, Rahul, suggests they take a trip via steamship to India to see the land their mothers have 

come from, she reluctantly agrees. Both of their fathers are high-ranking Englishmen in the 

British army and because their mothers swiftly adopted the language, dress, and attitudes of their 
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new home, Rahul and Amaya have tenuous connections to their history, something Rahul wants 

to rectify even in the face of Amaya’s ambivalence.  

 

When Amaya and Rahul arrive in the busy port-city of Veerabad they quickly decide to escape to 

the nearest town for a glimpse into “real” India. They eventually find themselves in Kottal and 

decide to stay at an Inn at the edge of town, run by a curious man named Sunil. By then, Sunil 

and Leela’s daughter Rani has arrived and though she is beloved by her parents, she carries the 

full weight of their social crimes. Through an unexpected connection with her new hosts, Amaya 

begins to work through the complicated experiences she has had as a biracial woman in proper, 

and sometimes unwelcoming, England. 

 

In This Way Home, Sunil, Leela, Rani, Amaya, and Rahul are each challenged to come to terms 

with exclusion, belonging, surviving, and connecting in the margins, and ultimately, of making 

their own sense of home. 
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This Way Home 

 

Leela 

 

Tuesdays burn red hot, are governed by Mars, the celibate god of war, and everyone knows they 

are not good days for haircuts. Thursdays are favorable days for traveling, unless you are 

heading south, then please start on a Friday evening, after drinking sweet milk, and make friends 

with the dark. New moon Fridays are specifically the best. Journeys should most certainly not 

begin on Tuesdays or Saturdays either unless you want a statutory curse to snake up and sneak 

through your wheels and toss you.    

 

Leela’s father, Mukesh, sits with one plump hand resting skyward in the other, dried rice sticking 

to his sweaty right palm, bare elbows tucked along the curves of his rotund belly. His chest rises 

in a whittle and wheeze and he coughs to clear his throat between an Om Nama Shivay, Om 

Nama Shivay, Om Nama Shivay. The red powder smudged high in the center of his forehead 

mixes with sticky heat and has started a slow and blurry descent. He blinks. He is here, at the 

puja, in the small temple, the base of his full body folded on cool blue and white tiles that his 

brother paid to install last year. 

 

Leela watches him from behind, his thick back twitching as his arms move to and fro under the 

direction of an ancient priest who is kind-faced and jowly. Now put the rice in the fire, now the 

butter, now the milk, no, use your right hand, third finger, and pinch with your thumb. Om Nama 
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Shivay, Om Nama Shivay. Her mother, off to the right, holds wooden beaded mala in her lap 

with one hand and follows instructions that she already knows with the other. 

 

They have come here every Tuesday for the last seven Tuesdays to make amends with Mangal, 

the Marsian god of war, who has taken up stubborn residence in her father’s unfortunate celestial 

charts. Mangal won’t leave for another seven years, the jyotish had told Mukesh matter of factly. 

Better not start anything new. 

 

But exactly two months ago, Leela had brought a letter to her father’s stall at the market. Its light 

blue surface marred with thin creases and foreign block letters. As she walked over to him, she 

studied its shapes: Neat handwritten script skipped across the mid-point and she assumed it was 

enough of an address to direct the letter to as close to their home as colonial postmasters could 

muster. Thick, black concentric rings with incoherent numbers obscured the details of two rows 

worth of stamps. The top right corner housed four dark blue ones with the disembodied heads of 

the same white man floating in each center, flanked by a flourish of wheatish fauna. On two 

others, the slim neck of a young white woman with a crowny head of hair gleamed as she gazed 

off over the tapered left cliff of each stamp, ignoring the mother elephant who was caught mid-

trumpet while her baby pressed against her. The baby elephant looked scared, Leela thought.   

 

Her father had given her strict instructions to bring any letter that resembled this one straight to 

him. She knew it was important because he didn’t trust her elder brother with the job. Where was 

he anyway? On the day it arrived, she felt a knot, several knots actually, evenly distributed 

across the pit of her stomach, the gulp of throat, and the boney top of each brown shoulder. The 
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walk was medium, not as far as the river, and not as close as the temple but long enough for the 

sun to bronze and bead up as sweat against her brows. She walked quickly, a pace she developed 

to keep in time to the demands of her day. Her left hand held the letter and a tiffin full of 

afternoon snacks that her mother had sent. Her right hand gripped the end of a burgundy sari, 

which she used to dab the heat away in time with every other stride.  

 

She stepped into the burst of the market at its northern end, walking around its outskirts to reach 

this mostly abandoned entryway so that she could avoid the chattering aunties and uncles. She 

had a thumping heartbeat to allay and her usual stops to talk with vendors about their virtuous 

greens and daughters-in-law would only delay relief. If the letter contained news about whatever 

had her father on edge for the past four years and most especially the past four weeks, she would 

rather know it. 

 

As was his manner, Mukesh was commanding a polite listening crowd as Leela walked towards 

his stall. It was one of twenty-four neighboring shops that formed the circular core of the 

marketplace and about fifteen bricks off the ground. Mukesh made the most of this elevated 

stage. She sighed privately before pasting on a public smile and rearranging the liberated end of 

her sari to cover her hair, which stayed in perfect place under the spell of thin pins and nutty hair 

oil her mother had applied liberally the night before.  

 

“Baba?” she said quietly, standing behind a small crowd of mostly men and at a suitable 

distance.  
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“And look at this one!” She heard his voice boom with excitement. “This one is new, never seen 

here before, new model from abroad,” and over the heads of friends and strangers she could see a 

floating steel pot with proud handles on each side. Light wrecked against its round exterior, 

blinding Leela for a moment and she tried to blink the sudden neon threads away. 

 

“Baba!” She said with more heft this time, shooting the letter up. “This came today.” 

 

And with their speaker now silenced, the crowd’s attention dimmed and then dispersed as Leela 

walked towards her father’s outstretched hand. 

 

 *** 

 

Leela stood at the base of her father’s shop and waited. She knew that if she remained invisible 

she wouldn’t be dismissed and so was still and watched as her father slipped the fine tip of a 

newly sharpened pencil under the envelope’s seal. The lead snapped against the pressure but 

managed the start of its job and Mukesh’s ruddy index finger did the rest, ripping through the 

gummy fold and crooked row of stamps. Though he seemed to tremble, Leela was surprised with 

his delicate treatment of the solitary page now unfolded in his hands. His eyes scanned down and 

Leela could tell from the bleed of black ink that the note was short but it seemed to be full 

enough of news because her father was suddenly on his feet and muttering and pulling down a 

pot and then a pan and she didn’t know what to do. 

 

“Baba…What’s written in there?” she asked, unable to stay quiet. She bit the corner of her sari, 
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 hoping her clamping teeth would draw out the churn she felt.  

 

“It’s here! We’re going! It’s here! Go and find Rohit - he is in Shankar’s shop. Go, go!” her 

father said, pacing about and calculating some unknown thing with a thumb that tapped from one 

sinewy line of a finger to another. “Quickly!” he said to Leela’s stuck body and disappeared into 

the back of his shop. 

 

Leela turned to look for her brother but could see nothing, not even the market. Going where, she 

thought, and when. She had been accustomed to foraging for details about her own life that 

would never be shared with her - lingering as she served chai to her father and his friends, trying 

to decipher an alphabet she couldn’t read, or washing clothes near the most informed wives and 

daughters at the riverbed. But about this she knew nothing except that her father would 

periodically shout curses about his brother and that he was overseas. Her own brother would be 

the one to hear the news in full and so she set off to Shankar’s flour shop, pinching up the folds 

of her sari in one hand as she scuttled off towards him. 

 

Rohit was older than Leela by two years, and though his cheeks were sunken and pock-marked, 

his skin was fair and therefore eligible. His long limbs and skinny frame had a way of draping on 

things and that’s exactly how Leela found him in Shankar’s cramped shop. Each of Rohit’s 

indelicate hands held one corner of a sack of milled wheat in a loose grip and he lounged against 

a wall, unhurried. She guessed that her brother was dulling Shankar’s brain with a meandering 

story he had no interest in hearing and became certain when she was in earshot of Shankar’s 
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shouts to the crowd that he was free to mill anything and everything right away at a special price. 

Her brother’s story continued. 

 

Shankar folded his hands into a greeting when he spotted Leela, which she returned and Rohit 

finally stopped all his talking and turned to see his sister’s quick approach.  

 

“Rohit, Baba needs to see you right away!” she said, her voice frayed with a rising panic but 

wrapped tightly in the decorum due to an older brother. 

 

Rohit, who was usually slow to pick up cues, caught the edge in her voice. “What is it?” he said, 

releasing his sack into a thuddy slump. 

 

“I… I don’t know but he needs to see you now,” she said. “He’s at the shop. Can you come?” 

She began backing away hoping he would follow. Rohit arranged to pick up his milled flour later 

and left with his sister, missing the gloss of Shankar’s relief as he turned away. 

 

As they walked to their father’s stall, Rohit dragged just behind his sister, his head bobbing on 

air, one hand reaching to scratch at his freshly trimmed mustache now and then. Leela moved 

quickly, trying to set the pace but was anchored in the irritating plod of her brother’s footsteps. 

She kept looking up at him, waiting for questions that never came.  

 

“We got a letter today,” she finally offered, hoping he would respond with some hint. Instead, he 

gruffed and shrugged and barely glanced her way. Leela didn’t press. She had been resigned to 
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his silence for years since he’d never had much to say to her and anyway, they were soon 

standing side-by-side in front of their father’s empty stall. 

 

“Baba?” Rohit called loudly, ducking his head in and around and beyond shelves that heaved 

with shiny metal. But Mukesh was nowhere to be found. 

 

Sunil 

 

In the middle of Sunil’s right palm, nestled in the crevices of aortic lifelines and their mini 

tributaries, rests a perfect specimen. This one is the rigid carcass of a scarab beetle. Its bright 

green back lays tucked into the folds of Sunil’s sunless skin as he examines its encased 

underbelly through one squinty eye. He counts six intact legs seemingly locked in a celebratory 

wave and each fuzzed with about a hundred tiny hairs… or, what were they called?  

 

He stretches to reach the small, yellowing hardback volume that had sent him on the chase and 

consults a diagram that takes up an entire page. Seta, a neatly printed Hindi word instructs, with 

punchy short lines arranged to alert the reader that this very word describes the fine, discrete 

pops of hair lining each delicate leg of the luminescent scarab beetle. Sunil continues his close 

inspection, rocking his hand gently until the beetle is right side up, death delivering an obedient 

stance that somehow doesn’t drain its shell of brilliance. 

 

This entomological enterprise is new but his riveted treatment of a subject is not. Sunil’s stumble 

upon it was down to his fingertips, which had traveled lightly across the bumpy, upright spines 
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of odd and worn books in his grandfather’s quarters not long ago. The books had no order except 

for their relative size and no distinguishing character except for the fact that none of them 

slouched. 

 

Sunil’s grandfather, Daji, was known for occasional bouts of precision and when one arrived, 

there was nothing to do but live and work in straight lines and right angles until he was cured of 

it. He was seized with one several days ago and enlisted Sunil’s help in ordering the wide 

scattering of books that conquered one another in haphazard piles in his bedroom.  

 

Daji had woken up that morning alone. He blinked away sleep in the small cot that he had asked 

the boys place in the north-eastern side of his bedroom when it was built ten years before. The 

room was a good size and its airy, high ceilings made it feel grand. And of course, the north-

eastern side housed the most blessings. He looked about that morning and felt a sudden squeeze 

in his jaws about the way dozens of hardbacks and peeling pamphlets were littered about and 

called loudly for his grandson and his tea. 

 

Daji’s first instruction was for Sunil to stack the books into piles according to the length of its 

spine. He assigned a different corner or section of a wall for each size and then the two began 

their work. Sunil was quietly reverent in his task, using the time to finally read the sometimes 

stately and sometimes rambling titles of books he hadn’t dared to disturb before. Once in a while, 

Daji would raise a volume that pricked alive some memory and tell Sunil the story of how it 

came into his possession. Sunil had never asked his grandfather anything about his books, even 
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when Daji decided to teach him to read years before. His brusque and foreboding manner shot up 

as a thicket around him and no-one, least of all Sunil, ever asked to know more than he offered.  

 

Sunil’s back was to Daji, so the dig on his shoulder startled him. He jumped and his grandfather 

grunted, amused by the boy’s response. He held out a short, bulky book in his hand that had the 

dulled silver outline of a six-legged insect embedded on its cover. Sunil took it with one hand as 

the other moved to rub the joint his grandfather had jabbed with the book’s rough and fraying 

corner. Daji turned back to arranging books and said nothing more as Sunil opened the cover and 

flipped through pages of dense text and detailed anatomical plates of winged and wingless 

creatures. 

 

“An idiot gave me that book,” Daji said gruffly and without looking up. Sunil’s eyes broke from 

looking at the wing span of a black wasp. 

 

“He was a pink man who smiled too much. He was lost and would have died but I found him 

with a sack of books and an empty can of water about ten kilometers away.” Daji said, 

rearranging his shelf according to some invisible metric through a squinty eye. “He would catch 

insects and kill them and dry them and put the dead things flat in a book. What a stupid thing.”  

 

“Where was he going?” Sunil ventured. 

 

“Who knows. He said he had come with a special glass to study the dirt of Mother India. Can 

you imagine? That’s what he said - Mother India, as if. These British, I don’t understand them. 
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What is he going to do with his glass and his pencil? He will probably die of dysentery. He 

insisted on giving me this book after he stayed with us. Read it. Since you are always looking 

down you might as well know what you are looking at.” 

Sunil was always looking down. It is no surprise then that the knock to his hand that tossed his 

perfect specimen into a pristine and flowing arc came from nowhere. The light crisp of the 

carcass underfoot followed. Sunil’s neck shot up in time for his cheek to receive the smack 

intended for his messy head. The clubby hand of his oldest brother registered as surprisingly cold 

and Sunil ducked to miss any encores. 

 

“Get up, what the hell are you doing?” his brother spat, dragging one limp leg behind him for the 

two-paced lunge towards Sunil’s book. Sunil knew better than to try to block this practiced 

move, and pursed his lips against the dissipating sting. When he looked up at his brother’s square 

head, he noticed that the smattering of a beard that had sprouted around Dilip’s flabby jaw 

resembled the tiny hairs he had just been counting. Seta. 1, 2, 3, 4…  

 

“Get up, I said!” and Sunil gingerly rose, tugging his pants back into shape. His darting eyes 

scanned the ground to see if any of the beetle’s armored body could be salvaged but it had been 

decimated. Dilip mistook this optical quest for delicious fear and smirked. 

 

Dilip’s foray into brotherly despotism was relatively new but an unmistakable consequence of a 

sulky personality left unchecked by hands that were busy with the running of households. A 

childhood bout of polio not only seized his spinal nerve roots and wasted his left leg but turned 

his father’s temper into a flaccid thing as well. As his son lay sweating and stiff, Dilip’s father 
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had fallen prostrate before the blue godly body of Dhanvantari, whose divine medical prowess 

had surely been the recipient of a billion prayers since the time of sages. In a desperate moment, 

he promised to never strike his toddling son again if he lived. When his son mostly recovered 

with one paralytic leg, the promise was granted some pliancy.  

 

In those early days, Dilip had taken to commanding his parents from his post in the bedroom, 

still yet their only child and most definitely their only son. When two younger full-legged 

brothers appeared in succession, Dilip retained his role as preeminent son by flexing the temper 

he inherited from his father and regularly turned both boys to ash. Viraj spent his first ten years 

modeling his older brother’s movements and, as his scrawny body filled out, decided on 

assuming the safety of a henchman. Sunil, the alien younger brother that came after them both, 

was too delicate boned and interested in things to qualify. As Dilip and Viraj policed the alleys 

of Kottal, their adolescent manliness contorted each of them into comedic, lurking figures. It was 

instead, their ancestry, and in particular, their great great grandfather’s ascendant place as the 

founder of their town that gifted them deference wherever they went. Sunil was used to his 

brothers’ abuses and resigned to exchanging trip-ups and bruises for time spent in entomological 

and other accidental pursuits.  

 

When Sunil was a child, his grandfather, Daji, had grown concerned with the boy’s vague 

strangeness. If he had been unusual in a particular way, Daji could have cajoled or scolded it 

away; at sixty and the father of a son who was the father of a son, he no longer had any use for 

aggression. Daji studied Sunil for a time and realized that it was the boy’s tendency to observe 

the most common thing with rapt, protracted attention that unnerved them all. 
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When Sunil’s father took his sons to the fields he managed, Dilip used the time to practice his 

scowl at laboring farmers, Viraj paid attention to the vast quantity of his inheritance, but Sunil 

was absorbed in the multifarious patterns that made up silly things like twigs and tree bark that 

lay before him. Daji listened to his son’s complaints about Sunil’s mental deficits, assured him 

he was fine and that Viraj should be the keeper of the lands anyway, and silently decided to take 

up his wayward grandson’s cause.   

 

In every year since the very year that Daji’s own grandfather had founded Kottal, the town’s 

western edge kept fraying. Young, hungry men and their young, hungry wives had come from 

interior lands tugging on ropey whispers about an oceanic deliverance. Veerabad and its hulking 

port was 60ish kilometers away and Kottal was the final town before a stretch of lumpy earth 

would take them there.  

 

The first travelers just wanted to be by the sea, they told themselves, and left unhinged bullock 

carts stranded alongside empty food bowls and rusty, parched wells.  Now, each traveler heard 

some version of this story: that if they kept their tongues weighted and their eyes dusky and their 

hands in their pockets, the British just might let them board a billowing steamship and that what 

awaited on the other side of a vomitous twenty-day journey would fill their children’s children’s 

bellies.  

 

The allure was enough for many who stopped in Kottal for a day or two and slept on the bare 

ground to avoid becoming too comfortable before the final leg to Veerabad. But sometimes, 

when these young and hungry men and their young and hungry wives arrived, their calloused 
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feet would cross the first threshold of town, where an abandoned but stately stone building 

marked the eastern boundary, and just stop.  

 

When this happened, Daji would accompany his grandfather and then his father to unstick the 

newcomers. As the structure of their own home grew to accommodate new generations, Daji 

added a room or two for these guests to rest and arrange their limbs into working order. When 

these unstuck people returned to themselves, which often took at least two days, it was enough 

for them to realize they were home. Daji and his neighbors would help build a simple mud and 

stone house and organize the new bodies to be close to others who had similar last names and 

belonged to the same caste. Because their new homes were on the western outskirts of town and 

therefore closest to Veerabad, these newcomers were content to think they had made it enough. 

 

When Daji was in his twenties, travelers began to come in the opposite direction. Veerabad had 

ejected a subset of these and they were on their way back to pick up their bullock carts, while 

others just craved some flavor from home. Still others had newly arrived on a ship, determined to 

see the Real India from the comfort of shaded canopies. It was in this way that Daji began to 

accumulate a very eccentric library. First came the task of learning to read Hindi, which he 

achieved by identifying any scholarly mind that passed through Kottal. In most cases, except the 

hermitical ones, he found that the learned were willing and happy to teach. Along with a lesson, 

a few of these transient teachers would leave a book, some already tattered and others with 

spines intact, that he would use to practice.  

 

When Daji considered Sunil’s illness, he decided that the best remedy was to teach him how to 
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read. He reasoned that by tracking his eyes from one side of a page to the other, Sunil would 

learn to do the same when he looked at a thing. And so, between the busy brokering of Kottal’s 

business, Daji taught Sunil how to turn the curves and flicks of the Hindi alphabet into 

something sensical. It was in this way that scuttling scarab beetles and tilting trees became a 

refuge for the strange boy, Sunil.  

 

Leela 

 

Like every other exchange between her parents, the one last night was hieroglyphic and indirect 

and she was not a participant.  

 

“Get me my briefcase,” her father had ordered, in the clipped and furrowed manner that all men 

in her life spoke to all women in theirs. He had been firmly lodged in his usual place of business: 

the center of their floral sofa with springs you could feel and oversized arm rests that made 

everyone who sat in it look like they were sinking. 

 

Her mother, used to spinning at his commands, had done just that and brought over the heavy 

case, her body lean-limping against its weight. Are there rocks in there? Leela thought, glancing 

towards them while organizing things that didn’t need organizing on an adjacent dining table. 

She had perfected the art of the head-down-glance-up, the one in which she looked perfectly 

engaged in important activity while dancing her eyeballs around a scene to pick up clues. This 

evening, after the steel cups and plates were wiped down and piled high, she was separating 
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strands of coriander and meticulously picking off loose debris, each stem getting royal and fake 

attention.  

 

Her mother placed the briefcase on the chipped glass table in their sitting room and her father 

leaned in, flicking the number dials with each hungry thumb until the two locks thwacked 

undone. 

 

“That… letter…” her mother started to say, her voice bending into a practiced shield.  

 

“Yes, yes Nita, it came. We are going. Now, where are the certificates,” he said with gruff 

impatience, cutting her off and addressing the briefcase. He buried his hands into bundles of 

banded documents and muttered to himself. Nita waited but nothing more came and she turned to 

leave him when he began speaking again. 

 

“Umesh is an idiot. What kind of letter is this?” Mukesh said, holding up his brother’s letter and 

looking at his wife as if he expected her to explain.  

 

Leela could see her mother’s confusion. She was always reluctant to say anything to her husband 

who could be boisterous and charismatic one minute and witheringly cruel the next.  

 

“Do you want water?” she replied, unsure of what else to say. 

 

Leela took the cue to go into the kitchen and dunked a glass into their terracotta pot of freshly 
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 boiled water, bringing it to her father and rescuing her mother at the same time. She placed the 

glass on the table beside the documents as her mother walked away, slowing down the move to 

see if she could detect anything in the pages her father had now scattered before him. But unlike 

her brother, Leela could not read and so the documents were meaningless except for the fact that 

several of them contained seals featuring the same woman’s face she had seen on the stamped, 

and apparently incomplete, letter that she’d delivered to her father a few days before.  

 

Mukesh had said nothing more for the rest of the night, but spent it anchored in place, shuffling 

papers and mumbling to himself. Leela quietly slipped out of the room and followed her 

mother’s escape into a bedroom where she found her locking up a rusty metal cupboard and 

tucking the key into her sari blouse. 

 

“Ma,” she whispered, “What did Baba mean? Where are we going?”  

 

Nita looked at her sixteen-year-old daughter with a sigh before responding. 

 

“I’m not sure, beta,” she finally admitted. “Your uncle is foreign and your dad wants to go also.” 

 

“But where?” Leela asked, a new worry rummaging through the words. She had only known one 

home and had no reason to leave it. 

 

“I don’t know… He had to take a steamer from Veerabad to get there. Your father will tell us 

more soon,” Nita replied, breaking their accidental standoff to busy herself with a crumpled pile 
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of newly washed clothes. She could only brush away the questions and with them the 

embarrassment that she too was in the dark. Most men didn’t tell their wives anything and they 

both knew it.  Nita had often served chai in their living room as her husband and his friends 

lamented the fate of one poor neighbor or another who lived under the thumb of wife. Tossing 

nuts into their mouths, they’d chew loudly between mocking him for his downfall. The targeted 

men became reedy, useless things in those brutal conversations and rarely recovered. Mukesh 

would never be one of them. 

 

Leela let the questions go, not wanting to press her mother further into a small humiliation and 

stepped toward the clothing heap but was waved away. Other chores awaited, and as she 

scrubbed and sorted the house into order, she turned everything she knew over in her head and 

fell asleep with snatches that she’d overheard folding and unfolding into various futures. 

 

The next morning, she felt uneasy and wished her fate was in less erratic hands. But there was 

nothing to do so Leela took in a steely breath and started her day. 

 

Amaya 

 

Amaya held on to Rahul’s crisp shirt sleeve and steadied herself as they crossed the long and 

formal gang plank that took them onto solid ground. Co-passengers from her ship milled about 

next to her, some fresh faced, others haggard, all of them as relieved as she was that their twenty-

seven-day trip across the ocean had come to an end. As first-class passengers, Amaya and Rahul 

had little cause for complaint. Each of their cabins were large and outfitted with elegant writing 
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desks, large paneled beds, and adjoining bathrooms. Their amenities stretched to include access 

to private social clubs on three decks of the stately ship where they could mill about with British 

officers, Indian royals, and scholars who were on their way to the colonies to further their careers 

or unravel their cares for a while. 

 

The two of them were part of a small subset of travelers permitted in the elite and first-class 

rooms despite their tan and tinted skin. Each of them had British fathers and Indian mothers and 

both were conceived in India but educated in Britain, their light skin and pretty features granting 

them grudging access to polite society, even if it came with an invisible sneer. As cohorts in this 

special and misshapen class, the two became fast friends when they were young and benefited 

from having fathers who were always too busy working. Neither minded being overlooked. 

Amaya’s mother had died when she was eleven and Rahul only saw his between social functions 

that were full of caps, medals, and curtsies. 

 

Both had turned 20 and just finished university together and Rahul had convinced Amaya to go 

with him on a trip “to the motherland.” 

 

“Come on Maya,” he had said with the lilt of preparatory school English, “It’ll just be for a few 

months and this bloody Depression is well… bloody depressing! Let’s go to India and get fat and 

happy.” 

 

It was in fact that bloody Depression that had led to their passage to India. As the world’s 

 financial markets were hammered with no end in sight, the Peninsular and Oriental Steam 
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Navigation Company had no choice but to open its naval and cargo routes to the leisure class and 

splashed ads in the Evening Standard and Sunday Times promising adventure, escape, and 

oddities in far-away lands. They desperately needed the revenue and the rich wanted the escape 

from unpleasant scenes of breadlines and dirty children framed by their top-floor windows.  

 

Amaya and Rahul were going to finish their studies in the early summer of 1930, just barely 

eight months after the Great Slump had begun and there would be nothing of consequence either 

would be able to do in London. Amaya had planned to spend the summer on the continent 

fulfilling promises to visit her university friends, but that now felt uncouth and she was not so ill-

mannered. 

 

“I’ll pack my paints and canvases and we can go around see what the fuss of India is all about.” 

Rahul had said to her. The wealth his father had amassed as the owner of a fleet of merchant 

ships fully segregated him from the burnishing any economic collapse could have had on his 

character or his wallet.  Amaya loved Rahul as a brother and had no qualms about calling out his 

vanity. 

 

“Rahul, you are just too much! How can we go galivanting around India when the world is at this 

precipice! Surely we should do something of note here in London and help the poor or 

something.” Amaya had said, her moral outrage and practical inexperience at odds with one 

another. 

“Right, and do what, exactly? You’re going to put on one of those silly uniforms and ring a bell, 

are you?” Rahul said, laughing at the image he’d conjured of elegant Amaya in the starched 
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cotton whites of the Red Cross. “Come on, we can go and practice our shit Hindi and help our 

poor brethren over there,” he implored. 

 

Amaya told him she’d think about and the next day, Rahul had come over with two tickets on the 

SS Rawalpindi. She’d called him and idiot and asked how long she’d have to pack. 

 

“Don’t worry darling, I know all about your silks and things. You’ve got an entire month to 

prepare. We’ll leave at the beginning of June, just in time to sweat like bastards and wish we 

were in Paris instead.” 

 

And now it was the end of June and Amaya and Rahul were stepping off the ship, with Amul and 

Ranjiv behind them hoisting their bags. As Amaya gained her balance, she was almost knocked 

over by the potent mix of salt and sweat and swelter that overtook her senses. She opened up a 

parasol as if it would protect her from the damp and overwhelming heat. 

 

Rahul was suddenly busy talking to the porters and then an officer at the base of the gangplank 

before he came over to Amaya. “Right then. Yes, it’s hot, put away those daggers, darling. I’ve 

got us a car to the hotel and they have ice boxes. Come on.” 

 

And with that they stepped into the back seat of one of the very few cars Amaya noticed on the 

crowded road and took off, the driver honking and halting himself around an impossible number 

 of people that made up the life of Veerabad. 
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Leela 

 

Leela did not know how in the span of three days, she came to be sitting behind her brother, her 

head covered with the end of a gilded sari and wrists clad with her best bangles. Rohit had 

somehow managed to cross his long legs and sit still for over an hour already, in front of a 

smoky fire and across from the woman who would be his wife at the end of all this. Her own 

parents sat off to the side and the bride’s brother sat next to her, standing in on behalf of her 

entire family, which was probably now knitting itself closed around her absence two villages 

away.  

 

Leela’s job was to ring a bell near her brother’s right ear every few seconds and her arm was 

aching. The ancient custom wasn’t endowed with any divinity, whereby the high-pitch hits of the 

brass clapper against the sound bow of the bell released some sacred reverberation. Rather, 

priests began to incorporate the ritual centuries ago, when they noticed the gradual slouch and 

light snores of grooms who would drift into sleep over the course of their wedding ceremonies, 

their sagging eyelids hidden behind shrouds of dangling garlands. And so here she was crowded 

within the pillars of a makeshift mandap with a dozen other family members, her thoughts 

darting around her new sister-in-law, her aching arm, and how long she’d be sitting here ringing 

this leaden bell.  

 

Laxmi had to be around her age, she realized, and with that the ache of her arm disappeared, 

supplanted by the choking thought that her parents would be planning her wedding next. 

 


